Water supply pump is the heart of automatic sprinkler system and should start reliably when there is on fire. But because sprinkler system and automatic fire alarm system related to linkage control of water supply pump are designed by different manufacturers and installed by skillful staffs in different fields, there are accident potentials existing in the low reliability linkage control. The failure probability of extinguishment system is higher. In this paper, research on reliability and linkage control of automatic sprinkling pump system has been carried out. Intermediate link has been eliminated. Strong and weak electricity are isolated. Automatic and manual controls are combined. Redundancy technique is used. A linkage control system for water supply pump with high reliability and economical efficiency has been designed. Our achievement has been applied in many fire fighting systems and the linkage control system of water supply pump is proved to be safe and reliable.
Introduction
Automatic sprinkling system is the most effective self-rescue equipment and has been used widely and most in the world [1] . Efficiency in fire-extinguishing of this system is closely related to the reliability of water supply. Water supply pump is the heart of the automatic sprinkling system which is the main device for fire-fighting water supply on the spot and should start accurately and reliably.
The existing sprinkling system and automatic fire alarm system related to linkage control of water supply pump are designed by different manufacturers and installed by skillful staffs in different fields. There are accident potentials existing in the low reliability linkage control. The failure probability of extinguishment system is higher.
Linkage Control Mode of Water Supply Pump
Fire center is the command control center of fire extinguishment by which water supply pumps should be controlled accurately and effectively in automatic control mode and manual control mode [2] . When the fire alarm controller detect there is any alarm signal, the specific device movement location will be reported, the area where sprinklers act will be displayed and water supply pump will be under control in the fire center. Manual control mode has the priority when the system is in the automatic mode. Once the water supply pump starts, it shouldn't be stopped automatically and should only be stopped by manual [3] .
Water supply pump is composed of one or more main pumps and one backup pump. The main pump and the backup pump will interchange regularly [1] . When the main pump can't work properly, the backup pump will be put into operation automatically. Water supply pump will be started only when the fire breaks out and will perform short-time operation in the usual regularly scheduled operation maintenance. Any of the signals for the water supply pump starting should be rapid and reliable.
There are many types of automatic sprinkling system whose control methods have many differences. But the requirements for pump control are consistent. For example, there are four control modes for wet pipe sprinkling system [4] .
Control mode 1
Automatic or manual bus mastering operations will be performed by functions of the fire alarm controller and the field control module in the fire center as shown in Figure 1 .
When the automatic fire alarm system is set in the automatic control state and the detectors detect there is on fire, fire alarm controller will control the water supply pump automatically by the control module according to the advanced organizational program.
Water supply pump will be controlled by the operating personnel who operate the menu items through keyboard of the fire alarm controller or multi-media management software.
Control mode 2
Direct multi-wire manual control will be performed by linkage controller in the fire center. Control circuit is laid independently and will not be affected by fire alarm controller as shown in Figure 2 .
Control mode 3
Water supply pump will be started by the pressure switch in the automatic sprinkling pump system as shown in Figure 3 . 
Control mode 4
Water supply pump will be controlled by the starting or stopping buttons installed in the control cabinet in pump house.
Problems Associated with Existing Linkage Control for Water Supply Pump
All the remote control signals are sent by the control cabinet. Rationalities of remote control and control cabinet linkage and control circuits will be the key factors to the reliabilities of water supply pump linkage control. Taking full-voltage starting water supply pump for example, problems associated with existing linkage control will be introduced as shown in Figure 4 [5].
Too many links in pump starting
As is shown in figure 4 , there are too many intermediate interlocking links after the pump gets the starting signal. Fault in any link will lead to the water supply pump out of effective control.
Impacts of switchers
Usually there is triolocation switcher in the control cabinet of water supply pump. When the switcher is in the auto mode, the pump is controlled by the fire alarm controller and linkage controller and pressure switch. The manual mode and the starting and stopping buttons cannot function. When the switcher is in the manual mode, the auto mode will lose its function and water supply pump will be controlled by the starting and stopping buttons in the control cabinet.
Auto and manual modes are made to be opposite in the triolocation switcher, which will reduce the system reliability. Water supply pump cannot be controlled by the two modes in the same time. When it is on fire and human error made switcher put on the manual mode, remote control cannot function on the pump and severe consequences will be brought.
Potential safety hazard in remote linkage control
If actuating signals of fire alarm controller and linkage controller and pressure switch in the wet system alarm valves control the pump by linkage control rather than by intermediate relay 4k, voltage with 220 volts will be led in the actuating signals and potential safety hazard will hide in the system. 
Reliability Design
There are three areas to be considered for reliability design of water supply pump control system. The first is safety. Voltage with 220 volts should not be led in the actuating signals and potential safety hazards should be avoided whether by bus or by multi-wire control mode. The second is to simplify the system structure. Once the structure simpler, the links fewer, the components fewer, the system reliability will be higher. The last is application of redundancy techniques. Dual or multi redundancy techniques have been applied for important sub-systems in order to improve system reliability. When there is trouble in one sub-system, reserved sub-system and equipment will come into running.
Remote control
24V DC special power supply for fire emergency is chosen as the remote linkage control voltage. 220V AC in the cabinet will not be led in the remote control terminal because of use of the intermediate relay. Two intermediate relays with 24V DC and control cabinet constitute the linkage control in order to eliminate the defect that one intermediate relay control will bring. Intermediate relay Z1 is for pump starting and Z2 is for pump stopping as shown in Figure 5 .
Normally open contact PK of pressure switch is in parallel connection with normally open contact M1 of control module and starting button 1FB of linkage controller so that intermediate relay Z1 can obtain power reliably as shown in Figure 5 Fire alarm controller should be reset so that the control module can recover to its initial state and make preparations for the next operation. Self-reset buttons are selected for starting button 1FB and stopping button 2FB of linkage controller while self-locking buttons are not used in order to improve system reliability.
Improvement in control cabinet
Triolocation switcher in control cabinet is a key factor to reduce system reliability. The hidden fault dangers will be eliminated if "manual" position is canceled and triolocation switcher is replaced by two position switcher. The two locations are "1#auto 2# backup" and "1#backup 2# auto" as is shown in Figure 6 .
Reliability Research
Reliability of water supply pump linkage control is the capability that the pump can start quickly and come into safe operation when there is on fire.
Reliability is signified by R (t) which means the system probability in proper functioning in 0 to t seconds. In the series system, if any component is in trouble, system preplanned function will be lost. In the parallel system, system preplanned function will be lost only when all the parallel components are in trouble.
Reliability analysis model of linkage control is constructed on the basis of water supply pump control circuit. Setting the reliability of each unit is equal to R. Reliability analysis model of linkage control in Figure 1 is shown in Figure 7 where the triolocation switcher is in "1#auto 2#backup" location and the reliability is R s1 (t) as shown in formula (1). 
Reliability analysis model of linkage control in Figure 1 is shown in Figure 8 where the triolocation switcher is in "auto" location and the reliability is R s2 (t) as shown in formula (2).
Reliability analysis model of improved linkage control is shown in Figure 9 and the reliability is R s3 (t) as shown in formula (3).
Reliability curves for linkage control of water supply pump are shown in Figure 10 . It can be seen that reliability R s3 (t) of improved linkage control is higher than R s1 (t) and R s2 (t). 
Conclusions
In this paper, research on reliability and linkage control of automatic sprinkling pump system has been carried out. Intermediate link has been eliminated. Redundancy technique is used. Use of the intermediate relay isolates the linkage control from the secondary wiring circuit. Multi-redundancy is composed of fire alarm controller, linkage controller, pressure switch and control cabinet. Auto control of fire alarm system combines with manual control which improves the reliability of water supply pump linkage control. Our achievement has been applied in many fire fighting systems and the linkage control system of water supply pump is proved to be safe and reliable.
